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Middle East - Wikipedia
The Middle East (Arabic: الشرق الأوسط, ISO 233: ash-Sharq al-Awsat) is a geopolitical term that commonly refers to the region spanning the Levant, Arabian Peninsula, Anatolia (including modern Turkey and Cyprus), Egypt, Iran and Iraq. The term came into widespread usage as a replacement of the term Near East (as opposed to the Far East) beginning in the early 20th century.

The Iranian Revolution of February 1979 | Middle East
Jan 29, 2009 · The revolution of February 1979 was a revolt of the society against the state. In some of its basic characteristics, the revolution did not conform to the usual norms of Western revolutions, because the state did not represent just an ordinary dictatorship but an absolute and arbitrary system that lacked political legitimacy and a social base virtually across the whole of the society.

Middle East | Fox News
Middle East. Asia 14 hours ago. Armenia-Azerbaijan border clash claims casualties, dozens missing. A border skirmish between Armenia and Azerbaijan this week resulted in eight deaths and many more

List of modern conflicts in the Middle East - Wikipedia
This is a list of modern conflicts in the Middle East ensuing in the geographic and political region known as the Middle East. The "Middle East" is traditionally defined as the Fertile Crescent (Mesopotamia), Levant, and Egypt and neighboring areas of Arabia, Anatolia and Iran. It currently encompasses the area from Egypt, Turkey and Cyprus in the west to Iran and the Persian Gulf in the east.

Middle East and North Africa | World | The Guardian
Israeli firm’s spyware linked to attacks on websites in UK and Middle East. 15 November 2021. Yemen: UN calls for talks on Houthi takeover of Hodeidah port.

ISA Cybersecurity Standards Implementation Virtual
Nov 11, 2021 · Add to Calendar 12/07/2021 08:00 AM 12/07/2021 04:00 PM Asia/Qatar ISA Cybersecurity Standards Implementation Virtual Conference Middle East Join the International Society of Automation (ISA) for an elevated conference, focusing on expert discussions surrounding awareness and solutions for organizational threats/vulnerabilities based on the ISA/IEC 62443 series of standards. https

Background: Middle East | Scholastic
The Middle East is a geographical region that has been of great importance in history since ancient times. Strategically located, it is a natural land bridge connecting the continents of Asia, Africa, and Europe. They were forced out after the Lebanese staged an anti-Syrian revolution, in which they blamed Syrian officials for the

British Colonialism, Middle East | Encyclopedia.com
British Colonialism, Middle East Historians date the beginning of British imperialism in the Middle East to 1798, the year Napoléon invaded Egypt. Concerned that France would block British access to the eastern Mediterranean and
thereby threaten critical trade routes to India, the British navy collaborated with Ottoman authorities to evict French troops from Egypt.

yummex ME - Welcome to yummex Middle East 2021
yummex Middle East is the leading international trade fair for the confectionery and snacks market in the MENA region. Visit us from 7-9 November 2021. The popularity of gluten-free drives a flourless revolution. 02/07/2021 | Snack And Bakery. Globalization expands business opportunities for baking companies. 02/07/2021

Middle East - The latest news from TRT World
Latest Middle East Articles. Saudi-led coalition: Scores of Houthis killed in central Yemen. It said at least 130 Houthis rebels were killed in raids in the provinces of Marib and al-Bayda. It was not possible to independently verify the death toll. 2 days ago.

Rethinking U.S. Strategy in the Wider Middle East | The Oct 17, 2021 · Rethinking U.S. Strategy in the Wider Middle East. Thinking about civilization and not just about modernity and the state is a way for the United States to do better in this crucial and complex

Geography Games: Map of the Middle East
Middle Ages Islamic Empire Renaissance Aztec, Maya, Inca French Revolution World War 1 World War 2 Cold War Art History Geography United States Africa Asia Central America Europe Middle East North America Oceania South America Southeast Asia Fun Stuff Educational Games Holidays Jokes for Kids Movies Music Sports

ZAWYA - Middle East’s trusted source of business
Access the most comprehensive database of companies and officers in the Middle East and North Africa, covering all major sectors and industries, from Refinitiv. Screen, analyze and compare projects in the Middle East and North Africa across Infrastructure, Real Estate, Industrial and Energy sectors

Home - MERIP
Nov 10, 2021 · MERIP at 50. In this issue, we reflect on MERIP’s 50-year history of speaking truth to power and evaluate its continuing legacy. We are proud that a scrappy monthly newsletter written by and for activists not only endured, but evolved into Middle East Report, a unique source of news and analysis that features essays informed by rigorous scholarship and detailed field research while remaining

Forbes Middle East Sustainable Innovation Summit 2021
About World Expos since time immemorial have connected people, enriched countless lives and has supported the path of human progress by showcasing human ingenuity. With the dawn of the novel coronavirus in early 2020 this year’s World Expo’s significance has ...

Women and Gender Roles in the Middle East
When covering a charged subject like gender in the Middle East, it is important to consider context: the progression of rights over time, the value of the family network, the variation in family or personal status laws across states, or the role of Sharia (Islamic law) or indigenous religious practices in shaping cultural norms, for example

Middle East matters - Will the Middle East remain
Oct 27, 2021 · The COP26 summit gets underway this Sunday in Glasgow, Scotland. Ahead of the event, the world’s top oil exporter, Saudi Arabia, has launched a ...

Sudan coup: Burhan may end up copying Sisi’s playbook to
Oct 26, 2021 · The views expressed in this article belong to the author and do not necessarily reflect the editorial policy of Middle East Eye. This article is available in French on Middle East Eye French edition.

Does the United States Still Need Middle East Oil? | The Jan 17, 2020 · The Middle East, led by Saudi Arabia, still plays a huge role. A third of the world's oil passes through the Strait of Hormuz daily. Major supply disruptions can still inflict a lot of economic

Neolithic Revolution - HISTORY
Jan 12, 2018 · The Neolithic Revolution, also called the Agricultural Revolution, marked the transition in human history from small, nomadic bands of hunter-gatherers to

Sen. Cruz Blasts Biden Middle East Nomination: ‘The
middle east in revolution
The Middle East region saw a number of large scale wars after the end of the Second World War. Till 1973, the wars were fought between Arab countries and Israel. Tables were turned in 1980s. The Arab

war that changed the geopolitical landscape in the middle east
The quest for Congo’s cobalt, which is vital for electric vehicles and the worldwide push against climate change, is caught in an international cycle of exploitation, greed and gamesmanship.

a power struggle over cobalt rattles the clean energy revolution
The Russian royal family had numerous palaces, mansions and dachas (summer houses) throughout Russia (and what is now, in some cases, abroad) and many of them are veritable architectural masterpieces.

what happened to the magnificent romanov palaces after the 1917 revolution?
Murder of women, children can be neither justified nor tolerated Attorney Dr. Fawaz Alkhateeb The recurrence of the disturbing practice of murdering women and children has a socio-religious background

call for a moral revolution against honour killings
Provided by The National GHD says hydrogen has moved on in the last 20 years from “hype” to become “part of the solution” on all continents. Image: supplied . As hydrog

ghd says middle east could be at the heart of hydrogen revolution
Andrew “Twiggy” Forrest, Australia’s second-richest man, is looking at opportunities for investment in green hydrogen in the Middle East, which he sees at the forefront of a green industrial

australian billionaire looking for opportunities in green hydrogen in the middle east
The UAE – voraciously practical when it comes to its national interests – has long wanted to normalise relations, writes Bel Trew

what the uae meeting with syria’s assad tells us about changing middle east power dynamics
Even so, those values aren’t confined to the East Village or Haight-Ashbury anymore I think we’re in the middle of another social revolution right now. Young people are angry but also optimistic.

hair: the evolution of a revolution
A small but vital musical revolution has been taking place in Israel. In the last two decades, a small group of Mizrahi Jews — Jews of Middle Eastern and North African descent — have returned to their

the arab jewish musical revolution
The report gives key insights available status of the Carbon Capture And Storage (CCS) producers and is an important wellspring of direction and course for organizations and people keen on the

carbon capture and storage (ccs) market gaining revolution - in eyes of global exposure with fluor, siemens, mitsubishi heavy industries
Author Jim Mellon, who is himself an agricultural investor and studied philosophy, politics, and economics at Oxford University, commences the book by quoting Saint John Henry Newman (1801-1890).

moo’s law: an investors’ guide to the new agrarian revolution
Energy Consulting Service Market Comprehensive Study is an expert and top to bottom investigation on the momentum condition of the worldwide Energy Consulting Service industry with an attention on the

energy consulting service market is booming worldwide | gaining revolution with wire, wsp, black & veatch
Welcome to Middle East AI News! Thanks for subscribing to my new Linkedin newsletter! Each Thursday, I’ll be sharing a roundup of the week’s artificial intelligence, emerging tech, smart city and 4IR

saudi unveils neom’s floating industrial complex; and more middle east ai news
These uncomfortable increases point to an underrated side benefit of climate policy and the future of electrification — by moving away from non-carbon sources of energy, America will free itself from

the most underrated part of the electric revolution
Barrows, the provider of hotel investment and advisory services for hotels in the Middle East and Africa, is preparing for a new digital revolution in making the hotel industry smarter.Anyone who thin

digital revolution will innovate the entire hotel industry
Lufthansa Technik Middle East (LTME) and Sanad will cooperate to develop innovation and technology solutions to digitalise maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) operations within the aviation

lufthansa technik middle east, sanad in digitalisation deal
Naturally heated water from flooded coal seams will provide heating and hot water for the new Seaham Garden Village, writes Amy Harhoff, corporate

our garden village will use industrial revolution’s legacy to power green revolution
An athlete in the Middle East has just smashed a Guinness World Record for the most single leg backward somersaults in 30 seconds.Experienced gymnast Ayoub

guinness world record day 2021: mid east athlete sets new somersault record
It was so exciting,” Tracey Williams-Dillard said. “Never for one minute did I think I was actually going to be on it.”

streaming show ‘small business revolution’ shines the light on six black-owned twin cities businesses
But after trying the options at more than 30 places, it’s also true that the majority of bagels in Chicago are soft, fluffy and bland. A huge segment of the population must pref

the chicago bagel revolution is here. here are the 10 best, ranked.
Once the domain of coy TV ads, menstruation is now out and proud, thanks to a new-gen, no-nonsense attitude flipping awkwardness for

activism.

a bloody revolution: how periods got political
After being unveiled to the media last week, Eddie Howe can now turn his attentions to matters on the pitch with Newcastle United. Beyond that, there will be one eye on the transfer window.

marcelo brozovic and james tarkowski could give eddie howe the new spine he needs to get his newcastle revolution rolling... so, with cash to splash in january, how could they ...
A SENSE of adventure and daring were driving forces in the life and career of Peter Dunbar, taking him from daredevil antics on motorcycles near the banks of the Slaney to working in suffocating

peter was an adventurer who saw political upheaval and revolution
Yet, Sisi continues to falsely blame the 2011 revolution for all the problems do not necessarily reflect the editorial policy of Middle East Eye.

how egypt and the uae are exporting coups across the region
"Congratulation to all Kurds for the [anniversary of] Aylul Revolution. Long live Kurdistan when they established new borders in the Middle East. Turkish police detained a Kurdish tradesman

academic threatened in turkey after celebrating kurkish revolution
That revolution had reignited hope for democratic Sudan’s allies in the Middle East and north Africa: Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Egypt, which wanted to ensure democratic civilian rule

sudan’s coup has shattered the hopes of its 2019 revolution
Yet he has been immortalised not only in Palestine and the Middle East but across the globe as signal the beginning of the end of the revolution? While the seeds of the revolution planted

zimbabwe: arafat's death, the beginning of the end of a revolution? from whence shall palestinian help come?
Waving flags and singing popular slogans sung during the 2019 revolution, many of the protesters is enough,” one of the protesters told
Middle East Eye. “Unfortunately, we heard that a
sudan coup 2021: anti-military protesters rally outside embassy in london
Nevertheless, citizens and residents in the Middle East, North Africa, and Pakistan (MENAP) region increasingly see themselves as part of a global digital economy. The borderless nature of e
demand for digital services is fueling a payments revolution
It is not an exaggeration to claim that over 95% of the Iranian population is convinced today that the 1979 Shi’ite Islamic Revolution in Iran was an absolute mistake, with horrible consequences
does iran’s covid catastrophe signal the fall of the regime? - opinion
“Iran is an island of stability in the Middle East.” A few days later, a revolution occurred in front of the lingering eyes of the United States and the entire world—one that transformed
the next american diplomatic debacle
Billionaire Bill Gates called for a green industrial revolution that stops climate change in the Middle East. “If we’re going to scale the innovations that get us to zero, we need to
billionaire bill gates calls for green industrial revolution to stop climate change
The United Kingdom’s Minister for the Middle East and North Africa James Cleverly said that what Egypt has achieved in the energy field is revolutionary and has put Cairo on the path to
egypt at the forefront of energy revolution and is on path to energy security: uk minister
Storytellers from China, the Middle East, and the Greco-Roman Empire wove Age of Islam to the mechanical looms of the Industrial Revolution. The concept of AI as we know it today has been
preparing for ai in the middle east
He was speaking on a panel of political leaders at the Middle East Research Institute (MERI) forum in Erbil, focused on the challenges Iraq faces in forming the new government.
democracy ‘in danger’ in iraq’s post-election political landscape: taqadum
The 1979 revolution dashed such hopes. The United States and its allies, both in Europe and the Middle East, have a very different take. They have legitimate concerns about a range of Iranian
iran probably won’t cave on its nuclear program
READ FULL ARTICLE A sign of the revolution underway globalise the yuan by pushing for the e-yuan’s use in the Middle East and Southeast Asia. A digital currency platform prototype that
a silent revolution is underway in hong kong’s fintech industry, helping city catch up to greater bay area neighbours
Join the University of Alabama at Birmingham’s Department of History to hear from an expert on the French colonization of Syria and the rise of Islamism in the Middle East at 5:30 titled “Paris
learn about the rise of anti-western islamism from award-winning historian
"Today is for the Iranian nation, a day of great victory," said Hossein Salami, the commander-in-chief of the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC), in Iran's capital. (Iran-U.S.-Embassy